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Monday, February 24, 1986
...will be partly sunny with highs

in the
mid 30s. Winds will be n orthwesterly at
5 to 10 mph. Fair and colder Monday
night with lows in the 20s.
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Contract w ith
Hardee's will
be terminated
Otters no good, says Clark
By IULIE CAMBRIA-BRECHBILL
Staff writer

Hardee's five-year contract with Eastern will not
be renewed when it comes up June 1, according to
Union Area Head Bill Clark.
''We've notified Hardee's that we've decided not to
accept their proposals for continued operation of
food service," Clark said. ''The offers they made
weren't as good as we thought they should have
been."
Currently, Hardee's, located in the Panther Lair,
pays Eastern 8 percent of its gross sales from the
operation of the fast food restaurant, 8 percent
from the catering service and 3 percent from the
Rathskeller.
MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor
According to Clark,Hardee's new proposal offers
students seem to be enjoying their "snow the town square poking fun at Charleston Mayor Eastern only 8 percent of its gross sales from
ide Taylor and Lawson Halls Sunday. Snow Murray Choate. Unfortunately, it was torn down operations in the Panther Lair and nothing from
before Daily Eastern News photographers could reach
catering or the Rathskeller.
, as well as snow fights, could be . seen
the site.
rywhere, including a snowman erected at
Clark said that Hardee's loses money in operating
catering and the Rathskeller but "they more than
make up for it in the operation of the Panther Lair."
Eastern has collected $29,000 from Hardee's for
six months of operation in the Panther Lair.
Hardee's has the option of resubmitting a bid
our inches of snow accumulates in Charleston
again if it chooses to do so.
snow storm on interstate 57, according to state
Hardee's manager Gary Bassett said Sunday that
police in Pesotum. However, all of the reported Hardee's is planning to resubmit a bid but that
eight inches of snow accumulation was accidents were minor ones,police said.
corporate Hardee's is still working on the new bid.
for central Illinois by Monday morning by
"All roads are snow packed and very hazardous
''We do very much want to resubmit," Bassett
1 Weather Service.
from Effingham to Chicago," added a Pesotum said. "But it's hard to say right now (what the new
. four inches of snow had accumulated in State Police spokesman.
bid will be)."
while all roads in central Illinois were
''We have very few cars in the ditch," Master Sgt.
Clark said that he and Verna Armstrong, vice
red and hazardous for travel.
Gary Ashby _of the Peoria State Police told the president of administration and finance, are in the
tional Weather Service declared a winter Associated Press. ''People seem to be handling the process of compiling a set of bid specifications for
g in effect through Sunday evening. snow real well.But we're getting some freezing rain potential bidders.
predicted to be heavy at times, making and things could get worse."
According to Clark, the specifications will be a
mely hazardous.
A Coles County Sheriff spokesman said at 7:45 list of conditions that the university expects for
leston Mayor Murray Choate the storm p.m. that no county highways were closed because operating food service which include operating
sarcasm as well as snow.
of the storm. But like other roads in the area, costs.
e apparently disgruntled with Choate's
county highways were slick, snow-covered and
While operating costs will be part of the
tion took advantage of the snowfall to hazardous.
specifications, the percentage of gross sales that
at his most recent controversy.
Campus police reported no problems on campus Eastern expects will not.Clark said bids will include
g to ·reports by passersby at the because of the storm.
Eastern's percentage of gross sales.
square, a seven foot snowman· was
The snowstorm moved through the midwest
Once the specifications are compiled,they will be
at about 7 p.m. The snowman, located on Sunday and was predicted to be in Indiana by sent to potential bidders so the process can begin.
west portion of the Coles County cour Monday morning.The snow was predicted to end in Clark said he expects to send the specifications to
d,had a necklace draped around its neck Illinois Sunday night.
about 20 potential bidders.
mbled a medallion Choate had com
''This is not an untypical spring storm," said
McDonald's has talked to Clark but "until they see
an Eastern art instructor to make.
Richard Wise of Eastern's geography department. the bid specifications,they can't make a bid."
wman was also wearing a paper badge "The air holds much more moisture due to the
Under the bid specifications, there will be three
"Murray 'what Medallion?' Choate."
warmer temperatures, which can lead to a great alternatives for the bidders. Businesses may bid on
bile, several accidents were caused by the
(See SUNDAY,page 6)
(See CONTRACT,page 8)

day snow storm strikes state
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rcos denies he will leave countr·y
Philippines
ident Ferdinand E.
appeared on national
today Monday in a live
, and said claims by
t he was preparing to
country were an effort
the people.
Veritas, the Roman
church station that has
staunch critic of Marcos,
he was leaving the
ILA,

appeared with his wife,
and some of his children
dren around him.
·

believe any of these
said Marcos, calling the
"propaganda lies they are
through the airwaves."

''They (the reports) are com- opposition leader Aquino outside
pletely without basis. They are his heavily guarded palace.
Radio Veritas put rebel
intended to frighten the people,"
Marcos said,directing his men to military officials on the air
"use all necessary force " to Monday to claim "tyranny" had
defend their installations.
been defeate d in the revolt
He directed soldiers to use against President Ferdinand E.
small arms to defend themselves Marcos.
but said big weapons like tanks
An announcer at the station
and armored personnel carriers that had been a staunch critic of
should not be employed "as yet."
Marcos then said Marcos was
"I. appeal to civilians· to get out . leaving the country.
of the line of fire," Marcos said.
But a government television
Several local and foreign announcer denied that report.
reporters were in the hall with
"The government remains in
Marcos, and the president said full control of the situation," said
this would prove the broad� announcer Thelma Dumpit on the
government's Channel 4. She said
was not taped in advance.
As Marcos spoke, thou8ands of she was quoting Information
students chanted the name of
(See MARCOS, page 6)
.

·

Affirmative action
Although Eastern is considered not
to have enough minority faculty
e m ployed,
Affi r mative Acti o n
D irector Judith Anderson tells how
Eastern searches for minority faculty
members according to what a certain
department needs.

seepages

Miss Delta Chi

Theresa McCole, the new Miss
Charleston-Delta Chi, received a
$500 scholarship, a trophy and il six
day trip to the Miss Illinois Pageant in
Elgin on July 12.

Monday, February 24 .-f986'
�sc>clated Press

State/Nation/World

Submarine retrieves shuttle part

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.-A submarine recovered a
15-foot-lon�r piece of jagged metal from the Atlantic Ocean
floor that officials said Sunday appears to be part of the
space shuttle Challenger's external tank, a key item in the
investigation of last month's explosion.
In addition, an unmanned submersible has spotted
''motor parts" believed to be from the spaceplane's main
engines. That wreckage was not picked up, and the space
agency was checking parts numbers on it to make a
specific identification.
A top NASA shuttle official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, had said late Friday that the accident's cause
could not be positively determined unless physical
evidence is retrieved from the ocean bottom.
·

Flood\\raters continue receding

LINDA, Calif.-Floodwaters from nine days of nearly
relentless storms continued to recede Sunday in ravaged
northern California communities, but thousands of people
were still unable to return home.
A leaking 400-foot bulge in a levee at Robbins that
spurred the evacuation of 400 residents Saturday showed
only "minor seepage" Sunday, said spokesman Dale Follas
of the Sutter County Office of Emergency Sevices.
The sag in the west levee of the Sutter bypass was shored
up and was close to being stabilized.
Robbins fa about 10 pilles south of Yuba County's Linda"
Olivehurst area, where 26,000 people fled Thursday night
after a levee broke on the south fork of the Yuba River.

Foreclosed farmer fires at police.

REMINGTON, Ind.-A farmer facing foreclosure on his
land holed up in his house for more than five hours and
fired gunshots at law officers before surrendering, state
police said.
David Berenda was arrested late Saturday at his farm
about four miles west of Remington in southern Jasper
County, said Sgt. Larry Dembinski.
No one was hurt and police did not need to use force
a51:ainst Ber,enda, Dembinski said.
After being 8erved with forclosur� papers, Berenda did
not speak, not even to his family, said Cpl. Patrick D.
Calkins.

While dwelling on 'bizarre sex,'
group ignores facts, ACLU says
WASHINGTON
(AP)-A constitutional
rights group charged Sunday that a por
nography co
sion established by Attorney
General Edwm Meese ill dwells on ''bizarre
sexual practices" while disregarding fair fact
finding methods.
"Our worst fears have been surpassed,"
American Civil Liberties Union legislative
counsel Barry W. Lynn said in a 31-page report
on the Attorney General's Commission on
Pornography.
"Even though many commissioners concede
they have only a rudimentary understanding of
the law, they continue to spend more time
discussing bizarre sexual practices than in
le8rning anything about the First Amend
ment," he said.
He said the commission methods have been
"so intellectually indefensible that they taint
the integrity and credibility of any final
recommendations."
The Justice Department issued a statement

from commission Chairman Henry
Arlington County, Va. , prosecutor,
panel has been fair and considered
variety of opinion.
ACLU allegations were ''not suppo
record of the hearings conduct.ed
commission," the statement said, a
since the commission has made
decisions on recommendations,
ment on the ACLU criticism
''premature and inappropriate."
The 63-year-old civil liberties
hearings in six cities over the past 1l
have featured biased witnesses, "limi
science data and ''inordinat.e a
aberrant sexual practices. "
.
''The commission staff was
purchase several glossy, int.e
publications and a magazine called Yi
in Bondage" while on a Sept. 11 visit
Houston peep shows," the report said.

�

Legislators push for capsule la
CHICAGO (AP)-Capsule medications would
be removed. from store shelves· in Illinois and
sold only by registered pharmacists under
legislation proposed Sunday by two lawmakers
hoping to prevent drug tampering.
State Reps. William Shaw. and Mary Flowers
said the legislation they are drafting was
prompted by cyanide-poisoning deaths linked to
tainted Tylenol capsules, the most recent of
which occured Feb. 8 in New York. Seven other
people who took capsules laced with cyanide
died in the Chicago area in 1982 .
Under the proposed legislation , consumers in
Illinois could only buy capsule medications in
stores with a registered pharmacist on duty, the
Chicago Democrats said at a news conference.
"We'd like to have all capsules protected by
pharmacists and put behind the counter so they
are not accessible to the public," Flowers said.

PHI SIGMA SIGMA

Proudly Announces
its 1st Mr. Phi Significant

Vil MOORE
Congratulations

X-rays used in searc
(AP)-Federal inv
CHICAGO
searching for traces of cyanide in
sealed packages of Tylenol capsules
supersensitive X-ray detector devel
suburban company.
The fluoroscope device can det.ect
20 milligrams of foreign matt.er ·
milligram Tylenol capsule contained ·

inside a sealed box, investigators have

''You could no longer walk in and
them off the shelves" under the
legislation, which would stop '\
entering stores ·and tampering wi
products, Shaw said.
''This would identify if there is any
in manufacturing," he said.

Don't be left out
in the cold. Watch
for the best deals..
I

In the Housing Guide
Coming Soon!.
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Girl maintains
inno_cense
·after charges
Resident forced to move
By AMY ZURAWSKI
Staff editor

MICHAEL SITARZ I

bers of the

Champaign

Centenial

High

I jazz band perform Saturday at the high
I jazz band competition in Dvorak Concert

Photo editor

clinic featuring Gary Foster, a freelance saxaphone
player who makes his living as a Hollywood studio
musician.

The event was highlighted by an improvisation

any impress judges

High school bands out-jazz each other
day long they tried to out-jazz each other,
hen it crune time to announce the results,
wasn't an empty seat in Dvorak Hall.
high school and junior high school jazz
ians who spent Saturday playing their guts
ttrying to impress the judges of the 27th
EIU Jazz Festival, waited -anxiously,
their band would be declared the best in
class.
results, predictably enough, .brought
emonium.
the end, those bands that were judged closer
e task and handed first place prizes in: Taylorville Junior High (its seventh
ht first-place showing), Arthur High
I-class C; Mendel Catholic High-class B;
St. Louis Lincoln High-class A; and Argo
-class AA.
e joyful, emotional display of solidarity
een band members that accompanied each
announcement was fitting given the
unt of practice-time and energy that each
put into preparing for this competition.
e festival,- an all-day jazz bonanza that in
ed 35 bands from throughout lliinois, began
a.m. and lasted until 7 :30 p.m.
e of the day's highlights was an im
. tion clinic given by guest artist Gary
r-a
freelance saxophone player ·and
er who makes his living as a Hollywood
"omusician.
ter, who has played on and continues to
on the back-up tracks of numerous movies
television shows, gave a demonstration of
· ce on the saxophone, sprinkled with a bit
advice for all the aspiririg musicians in the
· ence.
e first thing Foster did was dispel the notion
t talent and success come naturally.
the old days they used to say 'you're either
with it or you're not.' We could get away
that in the 1950s, but we certainly don't
t t.o say that today," Foster said.
musician, he said, becomes good by balan
the "intellectual with the trial and error
"
Oster added, however, "It doesn't just come
of the intellectual; there's a price anyone has
y t.o do something well. For a musician, that
is playing for hours and hours.''
e of the keys to· improvising, he said, is "first·
g the melody and learning how to sing it.
best solo you can play is the one you can
"
•

·

·

After then reeling off a song on saxophone,

told the audei nce, "The point I want to
is that the flow of the sound of the song has
be there before you can start to p�y it."

Review:

A Weller Hall resident was recently reported by a
resident assistant for possessing alcohol, but the
resident contends none was ever found in her room.
Sophomore Molly Culberson said she was ordered
to leave her Weller room by the North Judicial
Board and forced to take a room in Andrews Hall.
Culberson said she had about 12 people in her
room but no alcohol when Weller RA· Doug Sum
mers entered her room and wrote a referral for
possession of alcohol to Weller Hall Counselor Brian
Jones.
Although Culberson said she and her two
roommates, sophomores Eileen Walsh and Julie
Masterson, were on probation for having a party in
their room during first semester, she said the day
Summer's "wrote her up, the room was qui�t.
''I was on the phone long distance and we were all
getting ready to go out so everyone was just
standing around," she said. ''I was wronged because
they did not find any proof or have any witnesses. I
don't know where they got that I had alcohol
because I didn't.''
Summers and Jones declined to comment on
Culberson's current or past referrals.
Culberson also
alleges
Summers "is a
.IS· a classic case
classic case of
the pot calling
of the pot calling the
the kettle black
kettle black because
because he has
has been seen
s e e n he
been
dr i n k i n g
in
in
drinking
other
other residents'
residents" rooms.
rooms."
Culberson ·and
Walsh contend
-Molly Culberson
they both saw
Weller Hall resident
Summers consuming
alcohol
in Weller rooms
.
at least once and ''have heard stories of many other
similar incidents."
Walsh said, "How can someone who 'sees no evil'
iri his drinking·buddies' rooms be entrusted with so
much wwer?"
Judicial Officer Keith Kohanzo said he could not
comment about the specific hearing, but judicial
boards "make their decisions on a p;reponderance, of
evidence.
"But, just because one person is breaking the rules
is no reason for another to think it's all right that
.
they do it also," he added.
He said that if Culberson believes the decision
was not fair, she has the option to appeal the
decision for three "".Orking days following the
hearing.
Culberson said she did not appeal the decision
because ''no one ever explained the process to her,"
but Kohanzo said all students who are scheduled to
appear before any judicial board are sent a letter
that explains all hearing and appeal processes in
detail.
Hou.sing. Director Lou Hencken said he
was
not permitted to comment on the Culberson case
because of a confidentiality rule.
''We're (Housing Office) surprised that there

''
•

Rick Lansing

He ,said another important ritual for a
musician is to "learn by rote. . .play all the major
"Scales until your fingers take over, until you
don't have to think anymore." .
Foster, a musicology graduate of· the
University of Kansas, assured the audience that
becoming a professional musician is possible.
"I've been doing it steady for the last 20 years.''
he said.
Making his second appearance at Eastern (he
was a guest artist in i979), Foster said he had a
lot of fun at this year's festival.
"I thought it was extremely well-organized, and
the attendance was excellent, especially at the
clinics," Foster said.
He also gave high marks to music instructor Al
Horney and his EIU Jazz Ensemble. "I remember
thinking after I left (in 1979) that this was a good
band. Well, if it was good then, it is absolutely
excellent now," Foster said.
John Laverty, a jazz educator and professional
musician from Lexington, Ky., who served as one
of the nine competition judges, said he found a
lot of what he was looking for.
''We look for soloists who know how to im
provise, if the bands are playing together, and
overall musicality," Laverty said. ''The majority
of the bands crune in well-prepared."
There was, however, at least one participant
who wasn't entirely pleased with the day's
outcome.
John Chionier, a seventh-grader at Jefferson
Junior High School, acted as the spokesman for
his band and said, ''We should have at least got
second place. We got gypped. We came here to
win."
John Sayles, an eighth-grader also from
Jefferson, said he's not going to let the loss get·
him down. He said he will continue his quest to

become a trombone player who "plays on the
street comers like they do on television."
If that doesn't work out, Sayles said he will fall
back on his other option-"a career in
·marketing.''
Both Chionier and ·Sayles said they enjoyed
performing and listening to the different bands,
but they both agreed the best part of the day was
spent "playing the video games in the arcade."
Hol'Jley said he was pleased' with this years
. festival. "I thought it went really well. There
i were a lot of good ban4s," Homey said.

•

·

''

also

hasn't been more posseso
si n (of alcohol) incidents
since the !,lar rai<!s began," he said.
Hencken said that since the beginning of the year
there has been less than 50 actual possesis on cases
reported in all of East.em's residence halls .
·

_

Correction
--

In Friday's Daily &stem News it was inoorrectl y
reported that the Residence Hall AseOciation will
sponsor two forums on off-campus living.
The forums, scheduled for March 18 and March
19, are being sponsored by the Student Senate
'Housing Committee.
The News regrets the error
.
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Editorials represent
the majority opinion
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Abortion not easy
for many to understand

NewsScan51
provides good

This letter is in response to Peggy Brayfield's
article in The Daily Eastern News Friday,

First of all, plagiarism is not a good habit. If one
uses the Good Book as a sourse reference, credit
should be given. For example, John, Ch. 8, vs. 311 Also one should be as accurate as possible in
order not to mislead the reader. In the above story,
where the scribes and Pharisees had brought a
woman caught in adultery to Jesus, after Jesus
.

The New York Times, either. All of us are

'

Also, who holds out their hand to a woman
chooses abortion and than are emotionally or
physical! devastated by the experience? C
not Planned Parenthood! A large porti on of

had written in the sand and the accusers had left,

Birthright and similar groups are from women
are trying to cope with this trauma. The "e
lifers" help the, too, without judgment.

he dismissed th1e woman saying, "Nor do I con
demn you. You may go. But from no on, avoid this
sin."
Now what I really find offensive in your article is
that you always try to picture people who believe
in the sanctity of life as anti-woman. We are

Grand Prize Game causes family feu.

·

That's an exciting prospect, especially for
a small university which has, over the years,
built a big reputation for excellence in its
communication and journalism programs.
News Scan 51, which airs at 6 p.m. and
9:30 p.m. weeknights on channel 12,
premium one, has what is needed to
continue the tradition of excellence.
The Radio I TV center, just a quick. jog
down the hall from the offices of The Daily
Eastern News, has come to life, and students
are running the show. That, more than
.anything, has already made the ambitious
project a huge success.
As a student-run newspaper, we also
know the fears, pressures and rewards of
trying to live a double life in the classroom
and the newsroom, while still trying to
produce the best possible product for our
fellow students.
But, unlike the News, News Scan 51 is
new and is still struggling to establish itself.
That's why recent reports that few students
are watching it are especially frustrating. ,
The newscast is more than just a bunch of
people reading stories into the camera, and
it's more than just an excellent learning
experience for everyone involved. It is a
legitimate, informative news source that is
becoming more professional with each
broadcast.
Eastern students should take advantage
of that news source. It's local, current in
formation, and it's produced by the people
you sit next to in class every day. Flip it on,
just once, and you're sure to become a
regular viewer.

which operate right here on campus. Every
cess story they tiave is really two victories, a
gains his first civil right, to be born, without
all the others would be meaningless, and a
gains peace of mind and heart in the know!
that she did not bow to pressure to abort t he

"Sacredness of life easy tale to judge, but hard to
learn."

Dan Rather, they're not. But then, we're not

EditorI I

We never picture a woman who has chosen
abortion as a murderess. As a matter of fact,
is every bit as much a victim of that choice as
unborn child. That is why we promote alt
to abortion such as Birthright and Sav A Baby,

Editor:

local coverage

learning.
Eastern's
first
continuous
nightly
newscast has its highs and lows, and there
is no question that the TV center is still
getting the bugs out of its system.
But News Scan 51 's
a
biggest
asset
overshadows any short
comings: It has local, consistent broadcast
coverage of this city and campus, perhaps
for the first time in television history. The
coverage the show provides is an asset to
any community.

women and men, young and old, Christian,
there is even a group in Minnesota called F
for Life.

·

I never win anything.
I blew my one big chance and since then, I've
never won anything.
My big chance came about 1 7 years ago. My aunt
had written for tickets to .Bozo's Circus for my
cousin's birthday. It took three years to get the
tickets, but on his third birthday, 1 5 of our closest
relatives went to the WGN studios to see the big red
haired clown.
While getting all the kids who were dressed in their
"party clothes" and their patent leather shoes loaded
in the cars, my aunt made it very clear that my cousin
was the one who was to be picked for the Grand
Prize Game. No one else should even think about
getting his mug in front of the blinking arrows.
It took forever to get crammed in the studio. The
"circus arena" that looked so great on TV was really
nothing more than a plain white tile floor and wooden
bleachers covered with fraying red felt.
It looked a lot smaller than it does on TV, too. The
wooden bleach1ers were packed so tightly together
that the adults who kept trying to keep their kids'
faces in front of the roving camera practically were
sitting in the next row.
The show moved along pretty quickly. Bozo in
troduced a few cartoons, and there was a trapeze
act, but that wasn't what we were all waiting for. We

were waiting for the chance at that brand-spanking
new Schwinn and the 25 silver dollars.
You could feel the excitement in the · crowd.
Everyone was trying to get his face in front of the
wandering arrows. My aunt had my cousin on her lap
thinking that the taller he looked, the better his
chances would be to get picked.
It didn't work. Another boy was picked.
I can't remember the last time I saw anyone look so
despondent. Olf .course she wouldn't have been so
upset, but the all'row landed on me next. I was sitting
right next to him.
My mom was cryin g because she was so happy I
had been picked. Between tears she kept waving at

me and telling me to smile.
I was so busy watching my mom, that Ringmaster
Ned had to nudge me to pick a ping pong ball from
the bucket.
I was standinig in front of the small six buckets that
were glued to a strip of cloth. Bozo was standing at
the end·of the buckets �Y the new bike, and counted

Wright angle_:
the 25 silver dollars as he dropped them into
number six.
Money didn't mean anything to me then,
to have that bike.
I had chosen a yellow ping pong ball
getting ready to drop the ball into bucket
one. I leaned over as far as I could without
the line of plastic pails. I closed my ey
dropped the ball. It went in!
Bozo hurried down from bucket number
showed me my prizes for landing the ball I

·

number one.
"You've just won a jumbo Tootsie Roll and
pantyhose for mom!"
My mom cheered. I never have been sure
she was cheering for me, or whether she
happy that she got a free pair of pantyhose
deal.
Ringmaster Ned motioned for me to
another ping pong ball. Yellow had been I
so far, so I grabbed another one.
I closed my eyes and threw the ball. I didn
look to see if the ball went in because after I
heard the band play "Wah wah wah wahhhh.
I had missed. My mom stopped ch
one pair of pantyhose wasn't enough for
There was one person cheering as
Clown was guiding me back me back to
looked up into the crowd to see my
from ear-to-ear.
She took the Tootsie Roll from me
handing them out to all the kids from the
said it was only fair that if one of us had .
had candy.
I hold her personally responsible t
winning the new Schwinn or anything
day.
She never has invited me to another
cousin's birthday parties. Probably
still not speaking.
-Jean Wright is a regular columnist and ca
for The Daily Eastern News.
·
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ctor movi n g on Affi rmat ive Action goals
't many peak days in the
Action Office. But when
they're certainly high on
list.
were more good days,"
Action Director Judith
d. A good day is when "I
· cation that a department
a signed contract from a
woman faculty member.
the key to us building,
affirmative action
erson said recently.
ative action director,
said she assists in com
•tment plans . for hiring
faculty members and she
le on what action to take
believe they have been
t.ed against or sexually
·

some way.

•tion ,
Anderson helps
and handicapped studentS
F.astern. She also acts as an
for those students wanting
ere.
students adjust to Eastern
e things Anderson said she
most .
She
also
enj oys
ging minority and women

contributions and successes .
Anderson said she is also looking
·

forward to
28
Fe b .
when Ea
stern will
c elebrate
its
first

Affirmative
A c t i o n
Day. The
day, which
will focus
on
the

o:ntrib.Itims

and succ
ess
of
Eastern 's
Judith Anderson
blacks and
women, comes when Black History
Month is nearing an end and when
Womens' History Month is starting,
she noted.
In addition, two groups, student or
faculty, will receive $500 awards for

having made significant contributions
toward affirmative action at Eastern,
she said.
But while Anderson is anticipating
Affirmative Action Day, she still has
to contend with the ups and downs
that accompany her job, which

recently became a full-time position.
And there's at least one cliche that
holds true: when it rains, it pours.
"My bad days are when I have
reports from students and employees

of activitity, behavior that should not
be going on at an institution of higher
learning," Anderson said.
Many people come to Anderson to
incidents
of
sexual
discuss
harassment. ''We're getting increased
reports about sexual harassment," she
said.
What is most discouraging, An
derson said, is when victims of sexual
harassment report the incident and at
the last minute do not follow through

with amendment procedures. ·
"It's like someone leaving all o f their
problems with you and you can't go
anywhere with them. You just know
that problem exists and you can't do
anything about it," she said.
"Other times I can get questions
that I cannot answer so I direct people

elsewhere," Anderson continued.
Although many days are bad, not all
people come to Anderson with
complaints.
"I get high school seniors or other
students who are looking for help
with
learning
disabilities .
Un -

fortunately, Eastern does not have a
program that handles learning
disabilities," Anderson said.
But, "We are attempting to ac

commodate on a case-by-case basis,"
she added.
In 1973, Eastern hired its first
affirmative action director, .frmmie
Franklin. Anderson said she began at
Eastern in October of 1982.
''There's never a typical day here,"
Anderson said. ''This is the time when
faculty are starting to look to fill
positions."
The Affirmative Action Office also
receives calls from handicapped
students who want to attend Eastern.

''They have concerns about classroom
accessibility and housing," she said.
"Eastern has given a lot of supi>ort
to how we can best suit these students
needs," Anderson added.
Anderson, who is paid $31,000
annually , said the job could not be
accomplished on a part-time basis.

"Indiana State has two full-time
people. We need the time to train and
provide training m.aterials from in
structors on how to handle certain
issues like sexual harassment," An
derson said .

i rm at ive Act ion som ewh at ' s uccessf u l '
n 's
Affirmative
Action
, Judith Anderson, believes
ersity has been somewhat
in recruiting black faculty
spring 1986, Eastern has 10
ty, Anderson said, which is
m last year.
, Eastern had nine black
In 1983 , there were 10.
this time, between 40 and 50
and tenure track faculty
were hired at Eastern, she

dition, Eastern's minority
members are in various
•ty departments , Anderson
small increase in minority
i's the result of "intensified"
ent efforts, Anderson said.
ver, the university will lose
faculty member, journalism
r James
Saunders ,
to
ent this year.
is absolutely a need for black
1" Anderson said. ''There is also
or Asian faculty."
n said minority students

need a mentor because it's "difficult to
attend a school for four years and
want to go into a field and not have a
role model.
''It is hard to see that you can fill
these roles without a model," she
added.
In order to bring more minority
faculty members to Eastern, the
Affirmative Action Office follows a
specific structure that, Anderson said,
has helped.
,
''We're doing more advertising in
publications that are targeted toward
a minority audience," she said. The
Affirmative Action Office has placed
one ad in Black Issues in Higher
Education ,
a
magazine directed
toward a black readership.
However, one reason Eastern is
having a problem with getting black
faculty here is because of the area.
Many
minorities
do
not
see
Charleston as a socially advantageous
area to live in, Anderson said.
Although Macomb is not much
larger than Charleston, Western
lliinois University, the Board of
Governors
university
most
like
Eastern, has no problem hiring
minority faculty members.

yrd's Cleaners

ocated on S . 4th St.
nd the
f!l

Western uses methods similar to
Eastern's in recruiting black faculty.
As of spring 1986, Western has 13
black faculty on staff, said Georgia
Henderson , secretary at Western's
Affirmative Action office.
Western's student enrollment is
10,000 while Eastern's enrollment is
9 ,5 1 1 .
When Western conducts a search
for a faculty member, the university
considers all minorities, Henderson
added.
,
Eastern's Affirmative Action Office
has. placed ads in a minority
newsletter and a directory which is
open to all public universities and
community colleges.
The directory is a compilation of all
the Big 10 universities-Purdue,
Indiana University, University of
Illinois, Iowa State, Michigan State,
University of Michigan, University of
Wisconsin, Ohio State , Northeastern
and University of Minnesota.
Minority graduates
who
have
earned Ph .Os from a Big 10 university
may be placed in this report upon
request, Anderson explained. The
report is circulated among various
universities and community colleges.

Eastern � black faculty members
and the departments they work in
are:
• John Craft, physical education
• Johnetta Jones, sociology
• Al Joyner, business
• Johnny Lane, music
• Bill Ridgeway, zoology
• Jim Saunders, journalism
• Osman Suliman, economics
• Sandra Westbrooks, student
teaching
• Norman Ware, business
• and Erma Williams, secondary
education.
''We can contact these people
through this book," Anderson said,
adding that department chairmen can
either call the perspective employee or
send him a letter.
"It's more of a personal thing," she
said .
When department chairmen want
to hire a minority, Anderson said she
meets with the chairman and the dean
to determine a recruitment plan.
"The department identifies per- spective minorities and women ap
plicants if they are under represented
in the department," Anderson said.
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Native of Downer.s G rove
wi ns Delta C h i pageant
By ROB LOBBES

Staff writer

Senior Lori Phalen relinquished her
crown Saturday night to junior
Tlieresa McCole, the new Miss
Charleston-Delta Chi.
McCole , a psychology major from
Downers Grove, is a member of Sigma
Sigma Signia sorority and Psi Chi, the
professional psychology fraternity.
McCole received a $500 scholarship,
a trophy and a six-day trip to the Miss
Illinois Pageant in Elgin on July 12.
. She performed a tap dance routine
to the theme song of American Band
Stand in the pageant's talent portion.
She said her goals include getting
her doctorate in clinical psychology
and opening her own tap dance studio.
After the pageant was over, McCole
said all of her hard work paid off.
''What you put into life is what you
get out of life. If you strongly believe
Theresa McCo l e
in your heart, you can achieve your
t h e n ew Miss Charleston-Delta Chi
endeavors," she said.
Sophomore Amy Weber, the first performed a gymnastics routine · that
runner-up ,
received
a
·$ 1 5 0 she performed in the talent com
scholarship and a trophy. If McCole petition in last year's pageant.
cannot go to the Miss Illinois Pageant,
The master of ceremonies was Jack
Weber will take her place.
Scott, a businessman from Mount
The
second
runner-up
was Zion. Scott was
the master of
sophomore Laura Rubidge, who ceremonies at last year's pageant.
received a $100 scholarship and a
The judges were Bob and Kay
trophy.
Mason of Albion, Ralph Bellot of
Freshman Charlean Hines received Metamora, Gordon &nds of Fairbury
the Talent Award for being judged the and alternate judge Janet Griffin. All
most talented of the non-finalists. of the judges have been invqlved in
Hines won the Miss Black EIU crown the Miss America Program for several
earlier this month.
years.
The remaining contestants were
The judges based their decisions on
junior Janet Kosonen, j unior Dana the performances in five categories
Shuton, sophomore Michal Smith and including
personal
interview ,
junior Tracy Fakles.
swimsuit
competition ,
on-stage
Saturday's pageant was the 19th personality, evening gown and the
annual for Delta Chi and it has been a talent portion, which accounts for 50
perliminary for the Miss America percent of the contestant's total score.
Pageant since 1973.
Performing
at · the
evenings
For added entertainment, Phalen, festivities was the Charleston High
the 1985 Miss Charleston-Delta Chi, School C-Swing Choir.
·
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Su nday

deal of snow. "
A low pressure cell to the south
brings in moisture and it turns to
snow when it gets to central Illinois,
he added.
In the spring, central Illinois gets a
fairly intense snow band about 100
miles wide to the north of the center
of storms across southern Illinois. In
this case, the center was a bit south of
St. Louis, Wi°se said.
Only one to four inches of snow was
predicted for northern Illinois.
The extended forecast for central
Illinois called for cloudy conditions
·

Marcos

from page 1

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

with high temperatures in the mid
30s or lower 40s through most of the
week. Snow is predicted again ·
Wednesday.
The bulk of · Sunday's storm hit
hardest in a band from 20 miles north
of St. Louis to 50 miles south of Terre
Haute, Ind-.
Springfield, which had received 2
inches of snow in an hour, appeared to
be hardest hit with 6 inches on the
ground at 3 p .ni . , the weather service
said. The storm dumped 5 inches on
Peoria and Decatur, and Moline had
received an inch.

�rom page 1

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Minister Gregorio Cendana, who did
not appear on the air.
Dumpit, in a broadcast at 8 a.m. (7
p.m. EST Sunday), said Marcos
planned to hold a news conference
later in the day.
Opposition leader Corazon Aquino,
who claims she won the Feb. 7 special

Find .Sales
MA GIC-

in the
Dally Eastern News
Classified ads

For Info.

Call 581 -2814

election against Marcos, said i n a live
broadcast on Radio Veritas that she
had been told Marcos had left the
country and would stop in Guam . She
said she had received the report in a
telephone call from Guam, but she did
not identify the caller.

Teaching math or sci

ence as a Peace Corps

Volunteer will develop
your professional skills
in the classroom and
beyon d . You might be
assigned to teach math
to rural children i n
Belize . . . ond after
school set up a vegeta
ble garden to improve
nutrition . Or help local
women market hand
icrafts . As a Peace
Corps Volunteer. you
will handle respon
sibilities and meet
challenges for greater
than those that might
be offered i n a starting
position in t he United
States. Educational insti
tutions . international
firms and government
agencies value that
kmd of experience.

Something
Special!
1 4 1 6 6th St .
Charleston 345- 1433
Next to C oach Eddy's

This Week!
BBQ on hard roll
• includes pickle , chips
and medium drink

$ 1 . 99
Baked Potato
& Cheese

25 yeazs of PEACE CXllPS
The taJgbest job }'Qill eYer lava

• includes Bacon Bits
reg .

$ 1 . 79

. . . NOW $ 1 . 25

Come and See a tree Peace
Corps lilm Wednesday. Feb. 26
at the Student Center from 6:30
pm'until 8 : 00 pm

A ll at the Berry Patch
w here you ca n

EA T more & SPEND less

ffiappy CBUcthday

J. gcA9cN
�e

ffie CR!J�eg o� .Qigma tTau Qamma
CHAR LEST ON TANN ING CENT E
$29 . 00 for 1 0 sessions

* Tan Under Cool Fans
and Tropical Music

* Two Large
Tanning

Call Between 7 : 30 a . m . - 1 1 : 00 for Appointme nts
Appointm ents Anytime Anyday & Evenings Mon . -Sat
Open 7 : 30 a . m . -8 : 30 p . m .
1 705 Jackson Ave .
348-541 1 (Across from Eastside)
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students will be
to take two two-hour

s instead of a single
course following a
vote of the Council on
Affairs Thursday.

ism

3100,
"News
a three-hour course, was
into three different two3301 ,
"News
be offered to jour
jors wishing hard news
ds.
alism
3302 ,
"Public
and Magazine :Editing,"
fered to journalism majors
public relations minors.
tly journalism majors are
to take Journalism 3002
er Journalism 3301 or
owever, credit will not be
for both 3301 and 3302 .
ges were made to give
more
time tO learn
ized
for
both
news
tions and for magazines and
relations publications, said
Reed, journalism depart
'
rman . The current single
our course did not give
ts enough time to learn these
he said .
alism

will

By MICHELLE MUELLER

Activities editor
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Top Scholar : Debbie Mortell
2
tanding founding Member : Kelly Head 3
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by JOSEPH HAYON

will

to
. Phi Sigma Sigmas:

enough majority kids to go around."
Another problem, Jones said, is the
financial aspect. Many school systems
have implemented desegregation only
to abandon it when financial problems
arose.
Jones said she is a ''product of
desegregation," having been one of
five black children sent to a school of
600 white children when she was
growing up in Carbondale.
Although Jones said she is for
desegregation, being a part of it as a
child was not easy.
"Oh God, it was difficult. It was
, very, very difficult," Jones said.
I However, she added, "It made me
· grow. It gave me greater op
' portunities. It taught me. to live in a
'. multi-cultured world.
"I'm for it, I always have been ,"
Jones said.

EASTERN ILUNOIS UNVERSITY
Department of Music proudly presents

will

Journalism 3002
still be
open only to sophomores, Reed
said.
Students
who
complete
Journalism 2 101 the first semester
of their freshman year will still
have to wait until their sophomore
year to take the course. Also,
Journalism 3301 and 3302 will be
open only to juniors.
Journalism 3302
replace
Journalism 4760, ''Publications
Design ," as a requirement for a
minor in public relations. Jour
nalism 4760 will remain an upper
division journalism elective, Reed
said.

ONGRATULATIONS

will

A social welfare expert
conduct
a lecture on desegregation at 4 p.m.
Monday in the Union addition
Charleston-Mattoon Room.
Mary Davidson, director of Social
Illinois
Southern
Welfare
at
University-Carbondale,
speak on
''Desegregation: Success or Failure?"
. as a part of Black History Month, said
Johnetta Jones, director of Eastem's
Afro-American Studies program .
However, Jones said she is ·not sure
Davidson is for desegregation. "She's
a realist," Jones said.
"It's very difficult to integrate a
school system/' Jones said. "Basically,
it's a residential problem."
She said a 70-30 ratio (70 percent
wh.ite to 30 percen i:nmority) is ideal,
but niost commumties "do not have

will

will

will

7

I nteg rat ion expert speaks

uncil approves fall
urnalism changes
The second two-hour editing
requirement was divided into two
· different courses because of the
different skills involved for news
publications
and
for
public
relations
publications
and
magazines, Reed said.
The changes go into effect the
fall 1986, and
be required for
any journalism student who has
not t.aken the beginning editing
course by then, Reed said.
The prerequisite for the new
Journalism 3002
be Jour
nalism 2 101, "Newswriting I,"
while the prerequisite for the
current
Journalism
3 1 00
is
Journalism 2 102 , "Newswriting

2 4 , 1 9 86
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Army offers prog ra
fo r t he non -en l· i sted
No army o bligation required
By USA VAZZI

Staff writer .

Hardees no more

LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer

Loyal patrons of the Union's Hardees may not be dining at the campus fast
fooc:J spot after June 1 when Hardees contract with Eastern wi l l be terminated.

. Contract

------

operating just the food service,
operating the Rathskeller and
catering or operating all three .
So it is possible that the university
could sign two separate contracts with
different bidders.
"Some just don't do catering," Clark
said. ''McDonald's will never do
catering."
Clark expects the specifications to
be sent out to the potential bidders by
March 1 . He said:he then expects the
interested bidders to visit Eastern in
March and make their bids by April.

·

f rom pag e

1

Clark added that he believes the
Panther Lair will be remodeled but
that it is uncertain who will foot the
bill until a new contract is signed.
The university is looking to sign
another five-year contract because
"the longer the contract, the easier it
is for the business to recover their
opening costs.
"Opening costs are heavy in the first
year," Clark said. ''They.'11 probably
lose (money) the first year and then
hope to make it up in the following
year."
•

A six-week "Meet the Army" ad
venture this summer at Fort Knox,
Ky. , could help 30 Eastern students
earn $600.
The camp, which also includes air
transportation, meals and housing in
Army ROTC Basic Camp Program, is
designed to provide military orien
tation and leadership experience for
students who might be interested in a
military career, Major
. Deanna May
said.
May said there is no obligation or
commitment to join the Army
required.
"Almost all the people finish camp
and go into the army, but I want to
. emphasize that they don't have to,"
May said.
He said students may leave the
camp at any time', and all expenses are
paid by the army, even if the student
does not complete the camp.
Activities include water safety,
rapelling, river crossing, an obstacle
course, rifle marksmanship, physical
fitness, tactics, land navigation and
overnight campouts.
After camp graduation, if a student
chooses, he may join the army ROTC
program, May said. Those who decide
to join ROTC will receive commission

•

•

•

•

•

•

''

.

Almost all the
finish camp and go
the army, but I w
that
emphasize
don't have to.

as Army officers once the on
requirements are completed.
The on-campus req
eludes taking one militaey
class per semester, for
following the camp, he said.
Students choosing active
second lie.utenant will have a
salary of about $22,000, de
where they live.
Students can also choose t.o
the reserve components. Th
will spend one weekend a
programs, which amounts to
hours a month .
Students interested in
formation about the ROTC
basic camp may contact
Captain Jim Miller at 581-5
·

•
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THURSDAY FEB.2 7

BARRY DRAKE

"The Roots of Rock-N-Roll"
A Multi Media Presentation

7:30 P.M. SUBWAY

$1 .00

at the Skip G riparis Show.
2. Wi nners must be present at the
Barry D rake Show.
3. Wi nners wi l l be d rawn from a l l
entries received with correct answers.
4. Wi nner's L O. req u i red.
5 . I nclude name and social secu rity
number with answers.

TRIVIA CONTEST PRIZES

1 st $25 Gift Certificate from
Mazu ma Records

2 nd $1 0 Gift Certificate form
Mazu ma Records

Qu_estions:

3 rd 2 F ree Movie Passes for

1 . What New York Niteclub became famous for featu ri ng "The Twist''?
2. What do Jimi Hend rix and Pau l McCartney have in common as musicians?
3. What is Elton John's real name?
4. Who was the Beatles' o ri gi nal bass player who died i n Germany?
5. Name the 5 current members of The Rol l i ng Stones.
r

remai nder of semester.

Ill
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Workshop g ives n ew i de.a s
Contin u ing ed reps to attend workshop

By AMY JORDAN

Staff writer

Eastern is one of 20 universities
which will send represe"ntatives to a
three-day workshop on continuing
education in May at Washington
University in St. Louis.
The May 4-6 workshop i s being
Johns Hopkin s
by
sponsored
University through a $250,000 grant
from the National Endowment for the
Humanities, said Carol Holden,
director of Eastern's continuing
education program.
''There are three workshops around
the country and we are one of 20
(universities) chosen to attend the one
for this area. The main purpose is to
promote humanities programming for
adults in non-traditional education
courses," Holden said.
A team of three from each
university will attend. Participants
from Eastern will be Holden, Jon
Laible, dean of the college of arts and
sciences, and Duane Elbert, history
instructor.
The universities will give presen
tations on their own programs and
receive new ideas.
"Such
prestigious
academic
universities as Duke, Georgetown,
Harvard and Stanford will be making
presentations
of their model
programs," Holden said.
Information will also be available on
·

hat i s t hi s stuff?

Two

''

.

There
thr e e
are
workshops around the
country and we are one
20
{ universities)
of
h
to attend the one
C ose
for this area.

�

-Carol Holden
C ontinuing
Education
Director

------ ' '

on how to find funding to support
programs, she added.
Eastern's continuing education
department has an exemplary history
program, according to Holden.
"We involve community, area
schools, university staff, historical
society . . . not to mention great
support from the Illinois Humanities
Council, " she said.
Enrollment for spring semester
continuing education credit courses at
Eastern is nearly 1 ,000. Holden said
this is a 44 percent increase over
spring enrollment two years ago.
The non-credit program, which
includes conferences and courses, has
increased 52 percent since then.

LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer

Eastern students outside And rews don't seem to mind Sunday's heavy
a rarity in central I l linois this winter .

snowfa l l ,

•

A.l . D.S. - An O pen Foru m .

Fear and m y t h o l ogy are causing dangerous m i s u nderstandings and anxiety
about t h i s alarm i n g diseas e . Come tQ an open foru m with v i s i t i ng experts
who w i l l t each us h ow t o deal with A I D S .

D r . M i c hael

Q uam ,

Sangam on State U n ivers i t y

M s . Carol G i b s o n , I l l . Dept . of P u b l i c H ealth

Eastern Illinois Health Care Experts
Tuesday , February 25 , 7 : 00 - 9 : 00 P . M .
Spons ored by The Counseling Center
U n i versity Bal l room
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The most exciting
few hours
you'll spend all week.
Run . Climb. Rappel . Navi gate . Lead .
And develop the confidence and
skills you won't get from a textbook. Enroll i n Army ROTC
as one of your electives. Get the facts
today. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Add ROTC to your schedule
Any questions contact
Captain Miller at 5 8 1 -5944

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN INC CORPS he News we comes-anyone
with a willingness to learr1 .
. ·

to

Stop by Buzzard North Gym

join the award-winnif_1g t-Jews team!

Monday' s
•0

I

febnlary 24,

Report ,,rors lmmedletely et 511-2811. A
wlll eppeer In the next edition. Un .... nollllld,
cennot be r•ponalble for en Incorrect ed efler 111
lnHl'tlon. O..d llne 2 p.m. prftloua dey

198 6

•

jiil\Services Offered

�Monday' s

3:05

p.m.

3:30 p.m.

5-Flintstones

- Digest
3,1 5, 1 7-News
9-Bamey Miller
10-Newlywed Game
1 2-MacNeil,' Lehrer Newshour
38-Entertainment Tonight

9-Mask
10-Waltons
1 2-Mister Rogers' Neigh
borhood

1 5-She-Ra: Princess of Power
38-Tranzor Z

3:35

p.m.

4:00 p.m.

5-Brady Bunch

2-Jeopardyl
3-Quincy
9-Transformers
1 2-3-2-1 Contact
1 5-Diffrent Strokes
1 7-Love Connection
38-1 Dream of Jeannie

4:05

4:30 p.m.

4:35 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

3, 10-Newhart

3, 10-Movie: In the conclusion
of "Blood & Orchids," police
captain Curt Maddox battles
Hawai�s power structure and
falls in love with the spring
bride of flamboyant defense
lawyer Walter Bergman.
9-Greatest American Hero
1 2-American Playhouse
1 7, 38-Crossings

5:00 p.m.

2, 10-News
3-Newscope
9-Good Times
1 5-Jeopardy!
1 7-People's Court
38-let's Make a Deal
5:05 p.m.

5-Down to Earth

2, 3, 10, 1 5, 1 7-News
9-Jeffersons
1 2-Nightly Business Report
38-Perfect Match

1 The same
6 Hunky-dory
10 MacDonald's
milieu
14 Valencia
valediction
15 "- may look
on a king"
Uf Butterine
17 Dorothy's
route
20 Market
21 Lincoln
22 Aerie occupant
23 Descartes
25 Ell or ala
27 Egyptian king
of the gods
29 Tryouts at
Detroit
34 " Into -,
dew" : E. Field
341 An,gelico, for
one
37. Angle starter
38 Wary politician's route
42 Poem of praise
43 Broke bread
44 E rsa t z gold
45 Open autos of
yore
49 Tatt i ng
50 Passage
permit
51 Parroted
53 Bar seat
56 Novelist

7:05 p.m.

5-NBA Basketball

8:00 p.m.

5-Rocky Road

ACROSS

p.m.

2,1 5-Movie: The 1 982
adaptation of "Annie
3, 10-Kate & Allie
9-Dempsef & Makepeace
1 2-Wonderworks
1 7,38-Hardcastle and Mc
Cormick

/

9:00 p.m.

2,1 5-lV's Bloopers & Practical
Jokes
9-News
1 2-Actors Theatre Presents!
9:30 p.m.

5-Wild, Wild World of
Animals
9-INN News
1 Numbered

______

Crossword
10:00 p.m.

1 2-American I ndian Artists

2,3, 10, 1 5, 1 7-News
5-National Geographic Ex
plorer
9-WKRP in Cincinnati
1 2-Doctor Who "
38-Twilight Zone

10:30

7:00 p.m.

2-People's Court
9-G.I. Joe
10-WKRP in Cincinnati
1 2-Sesame Street
1 5-Jeffersons
1 7-Entertainment Tonight
38-Flying Nun

2-Wheel of Fortune

p.m.

2-Happy Days
3-PM Magazine
9-Bob Newhart
10-Price is Right
1 5-Wheel of Fortune
1 7-Newlywed Game
38-Three's Company

6:35

5-Leave It To Beaver

5:35 p.m.
5-Safe at Home
6:00 p.m.

6:30

5-Sanford and Son

p.m.

5:30 p.m.

6.-05 p.m.

5-Mary Tyler Moore

18 Pallid
19 Dover's county

24 Organic
compound
items ,
25 Protuberance
sometimes
on a toad
2 -- fixe
26 The Gem State
(obsession)
27 " Do as 1 say,
3 Cashbox
not --"
4 Revenue
28 Greel,c
avenue
• sorceress
5 Mount --,
30 Bid
Colo.
6 Vapid verbiage 31 Impassive
32 Skilled work
7 Land measure
33 Track or walk
8 Chiang - preceder
shek
34 Love, to Ovid
9 Kin of et al.
35 Tours de force
lO Cow chow
39 Great Barrier
1 1 Sleep like Island
12 Concrete
40 Perry's
13 Standard
creator
operating
41 Con crew
procedure

R ESUME
PROF ESSIONAL
PACKAGES: Quality papers, big
selection, excellent service.
PATTON QUIK PRINT West Park
Plaza. 345-6331 .
1 /00
"My
Secreta ry,"
word
processing service: r Letters,
papers, resumes, etc. Call Millie
at 345-1 1 50.
4/4
GET A JOB FAST \IVITH A
COPY-X RESUME! FAST Sl tlCE,
LOW PRICES, LARGE smc
TION OF FORMATS, TYPED OR
TYPESET. NEAR CAMIPUS AT
207 LINCOLN. 345-6313.

p.m.

2, 1 5-Tonight
3-MASH
9-Trapper John, M.D.
10-Remington Steele
1 2-Movie: "Mr. Hulot's
Holiday." (1954) Comedian
Jacques Tati wro"te, produced
and directed this plotless
amusement about the · seaside
misadventures of a dimwit.
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati
38-Sanford And Son
1 1 :00 p.m.
3-Hart to Hart
1 7-Nightline
38-Jimmy Swaggart
2, 1 5-Late Night With David
1 1 :30 p.m.

letterman
9-Movie: "Anzio." (1 968)
World War II story about a
small group of soldiers trapped
behind German lines.
1 7-0ne Day At A Time
38-Nightline
1 1 :40 p.m.

1 0-Movie: -<'Silet Sentence"
(1 974) is a Jack-the-Ripper
whodunit set in peaceful
Western mining town.
Midnight
3-More Real People
5-Movie: "Crosscurrent."
(1 970) Solid detective yarn
about a contract killing in San
Francisco.
1 7-News
38-NOAA Weather Service
2,3-News

1 2:30 p.m.

46 " Wanda"
composer
47 Grain.
container
48 Toothsome
52 Kitty
53 Thrust of a sort
54 Kind of way
55 Trompe l ' -(illusion)
56 Don Juan's
mother
58 Dust Bowl
figure
59 Type of sign
60 Sicilian resort
62 Start of a
kindergarten
song
63 -- volente
(God willing)
64 Done -- tum

___.2}00

_____

NEED TYPING: letters, papers,
thesis- Professional Secretary.
Call: 345-9225.
--------� 28
2 responsible college girls to
clean
apa rtments.
Price
negotiable. Call for info. 3453410.
.--2/26

ff

_______

Help Wanted

Need extra money? Siell Avon!
Call 35�1 577 or 1 -800-858-

8000.

1 /00
O V E RSEAS J O B S . . . S u m 
m e r, y r . ro und . Eu r o pe, S .
Amer.,Australia, Asia. All fields.
$9()(}2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write IJC, PO Box 52-ll- 3
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
______

·

1/7

Motorcycle sales andl service;
Immediate openings, no ex
perience required. Tremendous
opportunity for entry level
positions in servicing or selling
motorcycles, scooters, A.T.V.'s
a n d other recreational
equ i pment. Successfu l ap
plicants will receive iraining to
exciting
fo r
prepare
sales/service opportunity. Some
knowledge of motorcycles or
p revious sales ex perience
would be helpful but is not
requi red, if you can demon
strate self confidence and
communications skills. Apply in
person between 8:00a.m. and
noon. McArthur Honda, 1 001
Lincoln Ave.
_2/24, 26

ft

_______

Roommates

Female Roommate Needed
Immediately. Ph. 348-0275.
_2/20, 24

f�iP-=-���F_o�r Rent
_______

Summer and fall, 2 bedroom
furnished. Heritage Woods
location. W i l l be newly
redecorated; 4 people. Year
lease. 348-7746.
---,---,---,-----1/00
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
available now. Phone 348-7746.
-----,-----,,-1 /00
Renting for Summer, Fall '86,
and Spring '87, Ratts Polk St. and
Ratts University Dr. l'urnished
townehouses, 2 bedroom $145.
person for 3 $1 22. person for 4.
All but three are m�wly car
peted. Summer rent $1 50. flat
for 2,3,or 4 people. One month
rent security deposit. 9 mo.
lease. Cal l 345-61 1 5.
,__2/00
Houses for fall. 3 bedrooms, 5
girls. 1031 and 1 051 7th St.
Excellent condition. Laundry
facilities. 600 . 00/month. Call
345-7286.
----�,/ 24
-SUMMER AND FALL APART
MENTS AVAILABLE NOW.
Several good locations. Phone
345-7746.
1 /00

ti
FIVE SUMMER SUBLEASERS
NEEDED FOR THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE. 1Y, BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS.
WASHER AND
DRYER. 345-9482.
--------� 26
For 1 986-87 school year. Very
nice 1 ,2, and 3 bedroom fur
nished . houses. Close to
campus: leases from �12
months. Call 345-31 48 after
5p.m.

-=� oo
2 Subleasers wanted for a 2
bedroom Ap� at Old Towne.
Steve 3680. Chris 2033.
--------� 28
SUMMER SUBLEASERS: Y, block
from Buzzard. 2 bedroom, up to
3 people. Duplex, private, own
yard, parking. furnished, fully
carpeted, new mattresses. RENT
NEGOTIABLE.
3 4 8- 5 4 1 8
(evenings), or 581·5796.
--------� 26
Sorority house is leasing
rooms for inter-and summer
session. Convenient to campus,
parking. and utilities are paid.
Call 348-5472 or 345-7868.
_., 28
SUMMER ONLY-ROOMS IN
LARGE NICE HOME 1 Y, BLOCKS
FROM
CAMPUS,
1 2 5/MONTH-UTILITIES I N
CLUDED. 348-1654.
_.., 26
THREE ROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT, SPRING-SUM
MER. FREE MONTH, MEN. 3454846.
2/28
Now leasing: Newly decorated
2 bedroom apts. available in
May. Washer, dryer, & air
conditioning. Call 345-7502.
2/25
HOUSE 1 BLOCK FROM
needed,
CAMPUS; 5 people
girls preferred. Phone 345-2416.
---,...-----,---2/24
Leasing for August. One and
fu r n i s hed
bedr oom
two
apartments. Laundry, parking, ,
de.an and in excellent cond1t1on. 345-7286.
2/28
BEAT THE RUSH! 1 bedroom
Apartment furnished for 2. Near
Campus. Phone 345-2416.
2/24
For Rent, 2 bedroom furnished
apartments for fall. Water and
garbage pickup furnished. For
more info. Call 1-543-2408.
2/28
RENTING FOR SUMMER: Nice
o n e bedroom apa rtme nt·
convenient location. Rent
negotiable. Call Lisa· 348-8749.
2/27
-

-

Lost or Stolen: Red
front of Union on
211 7/86. Please return or if
where abouts call 581-5452.
LOST: Rose & Silver
Sun-Sensor Glasses in
Case in Library on 2·1
found, please call 23
collect. Ask for Gina.

LOST: Eventsful and
notebook, in 2nd floor
Buzzard building. If
please cal l 581-5661 .

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_______

____

1

______

·

______

For

______

Sale

W E I G HTLI FTERS: S E L L I N G
YORK DUMBBELLS. 50¢ A
POUND 30-35-40-45-50 lb. Sets.
CALL DAVE 5848.
2128
Is It True You Can. Buy Jeeps
for $44 through the U.S.
government? Get the facts
today! Call 1·31 2-742-1 1 42 Ext.
8847.

FOUND: Gold ring with
onyx stone in the middle.
by the Union on 2/20.
the Eastern News.
FOUND: Various sets of
have been turned into
Intramural Office in Lantz
Claim them at the lntr
Office.
KATHLEEN CALLAHAN,
BOKER and JULIE BER
pick up you r ID's at the
Eastern News.
LOST: . Heart-Lin ked
bracelet. If found please
Gina. 581-3957.

<J:
__

-

-----ll'"!IJI

AnnoWlctm

. -----ATTENTION ALL STU
Start lifting weights now.
DELTA TAU DELTA 2nd
Arrm Wrestling Touma
March 1 1 th.
The Charleston Rec
Dept. is now aci;epti
plications for summer
ployment at the Rotary
WSl's and persons
cashier/concession
needed. For more in o
contact
the
Chari
Recreation Dept. at 34
_2/24,26,28 3/4,6,1
ROMANS BEACH P
MA R C H
F R I DAY

______

c.-MWF2/26,'l/.

____

Pregnant? Need h
thright cares. Free t
8551 Mon. - Thurs.
5:00 p.m.

_______

VISIT US AT: 916 Wooclawn Drive

SELECT YOUR APAR TMENT WHILE YOU HA VE A

M - F 9 - 6 • Sat. 1 0 - 3

Campus clips

Andrle

57 Used up
61 Route of
concern to
Frost
65 Cantata part
66 Cask contents
67 Tear-jerker.
68 Mass
69 Comfy
70 Rocket stage

Se� page 1 4 for answers

Alp!Y Phi Omega will have a meeting Monday,
Feb. 24 at 5:30 p.m. in life Science room 201 . All
pledges and actives are required to attend.
The Counseling Center will have a workshop
Tuesday, February 2S, from 7 - 9 p.m. in the
University Ballroom. ".A.l.D.S. - An Open Forum,"
presented by Dr. Mi•chael Quam of Sangamon
State University and Ms. Carol Gibson of Illinois
State Department of Public Health, will provide
up-to-date, accurate information to seperate facts
from fiction, stop the epidemic of fear, and learn
safe self-protection. ;

Phi Beta lambda will have a telefund
24 from 6: 30 p.m. - 9 p.m. in the U ·
Effingham Room.
listen line: Need to talk to so
really listen? Just call, llffiN LINE.
staffed by grad students in guidance
seling. 7 days a week from 9 p.m. to 1
2212.
E.LU. Rugby Cub will have the first
the spring semester· Monday, Feb. 24 •
the rugby field west of Lawson Hall.

Mo nday' s

Classified ads

Tropical Tanning: Students tan
for $3.55, 201 Richmond East,
Mattoon. 234-7141 .
1 /00
SPRING BREAK on the beach
at South Padre Island, Daytona
Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Fort
Walton Beach or Mustang
Island/Port Aransas from only
$89; and skiing at Steamboat or
Vail from only $86! Deluxe
lodging. parties, goodie bags,
more. . . H urry, cal l Sunchase
Tours for more information and
reservations toll free 1 -8()(} 321·
591 1 TODAY! When your
Spring Break counts ... count on
Sunchase.
3/1 4
STACEY HEIGERT: WE'LL HAVE
TO CELEBRATE A BELATED
"POOH DAY!!!" ALPHA SIG
LOVE, YOUR ROOMMATE,
DONNA.
_../ 24
"EXPECT IT WHEN YOU LEAST
EX PECT IT!" ALPHA PHIS
CARDIAC ARREST IS COMING
SOON.
_..,/ 24
Rugby Practice Today at 4:00
at Fields West of Taylor Hall .
-----� 24
PHI SIG BETA PLEDGES. Keep
smiling the actives love you.
_../ 24
Happy Monday Shelly Moore!!
Love, your roomie!
2/24
Beer Signs-lighted. Many
brands. $5-30. Lowenbrau and
Miller Lite Neon Signs-$40.
__,LJ 26
MARTY'S
SPEC IAL
FOR
HOAGIES
LUNCH.
STEAK-smothered with grilled
onions and peppers served on
Italian bread with fries. $2.29.
3/3
TAMMI· BUCKLEY: rve finally
make it! I never could have
done it without you, mom.
Thanks for always being there!
Love, your kid.
-----� 24
LOST: ONE A·G BRO-HIS
NAME IS DOUG KAUFMAN! IF
FOUND CALL DONNA.
-----� 24
FEBRUARY SPECIAL Mary Kay
Cosmetics sale. Call Chris 345·
6708.
_______

_____

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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_______

�,--,-:-:,..--2/24
they
IL: What can
like Daug_hter!"
best! Love, Amy.
----� 24
· ce Today at 4:00
of Taylor Hall.
�----:-:---<./24
;--,
LE·BAR: HAPPY
I HOPE YOU
IT "TEKE" STYLEll!
LOVE, YOUR A·G

:-:-� 24
�--:::-:-:::-:-:'s PLAZA HOTEL
t. LAU DE RDALE's

HOTEL
RESORT
OCEANFRONT1!!
1-5681 , 345-1 536.
2/26
CE TO SIGN UP!!!
PLAZA
A's
ERDALE's REGE·
HOTEL $1 39. BOTH
Tl!! 581-5681 , 345·

_____

536.

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

___

__

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

_
_
_
_
_
__

____

·�
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Secord scores h is 35th as Hawks top C a lga

CWCAGO (AP}--After sitting out
much of the past two NHL seasons
with r injuries, Chicago's Al · Secord
"realistically would have settled for
JUSt 10 goals for the 1985-1986
season."
But Secord picked up his 35th goal
Sunday as the Black Hawks beat the
Calgary Flames 6-2.
"I never. counted on
getting
anywhere near 30 goals, but now that
surpassed that mark,
I have
everything over that is a big bonus,"
Secord said.
''I had to literally battle my way
back into the lineup, but I knew if I
worked extra hard, I'd at least get to
play regularly," he said.
Secord's goal, according to Calgary
goalie Mike Vernon, "was typical of
the way the Hawks played Sun
day-dump the puck in, charge the
net and keep me guessing."
"But the Hawks' defense did its job
too , keeping us from getting inside

and having to resort to a lot of hard
work, . great forechecking; and
refusing to let the Flames get even
one breakaway," said Chicago Coach
Bob Pulford.
Secord's heroics were shared by
linemate Denis Savard, who collected
his 400th care6l!' assist.
Secord, who scored just 19 goals in
the last two seasons because injuries
limited him to 65 games, has now
collected 27 goals and 20 assists in his
last 41 games.
Savard, the center who assisted on
Secord's goal, tied former Chicago
defenseman Pierre Pilote for third
place on the club's all-time assist list.
The victory enabled the Hawks to
maintain a six-point bulge over second
place St. Louis in the NHL's Norris
Division.
Chicago had its lead shaved in half,
4-2, early in the final period when
Calgary defenseman Neil Sheehy

This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking about heading to the slopes , the
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound� can
take you there . For only $99 or less , round trip .
From February 15 through April 27 , all you
do is show us your college student l . D . card
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will

,

fC' 1986 Greyhound �es. Inc.

fl

scored for only; the second time · this Gilmour scored three goiJs
season.

first time in his NHL career,
Mark Hunter had his second
hat trick as the St. Louis
defeated the Hartford
Sunday.
Goalie Greg Millen made 26
while Bernie Federko added
assists as the Blues improved t.o
their last seven games.
The setback was the second in
for the slumping Whalers who
posted a 2-11-1 mark since J
Hartford goalie Mike Liut st.o
shots.
Sylvian Turgeon had his 37th
and Stewart Gavin added his 1
Hartford. Rick Meagher and
Evans added goals for St. Louis.
The Blues outshot Hartford 1
the first period and led 3-1.
sco.00. his 35th of the
seconds into the game on a paa
(AP)'Doug Federko.

But the Blackhawks struck for a
pair of goals in a 39-second surge
when Tom Lysiak connected on a 35footer and Trov Murray notched his
38th goal.
The Blackhawks scored two first
period goals in the span · of just 75
seconds when Keith Brown faked out
Vernon and defenseman Doug Wilson
connected on a 'i�-�oot slap shot.
Secord gave ivnica<{o a 3-0 second
period lead on a pow�r-play when he
tipped in Bob Murray's 50-foot
slapshoot past Chicago goalie Murray
Bannerman's glove.
Secord, who sicored just 19 goals in
the last two seasons because injuries
limited him to 65 games, has now
collected 27 goals and 20 assists in his ·
last 41 games.
·

·

Blues 8,' Whal ers 2
HARTFORD,

Conn.

then be good for travel for 15 days from the date
of purchase .
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less .
For more information, call Greyhound .

GO GREY�rND
i\ooleave the driving to us=

1 904 Broadway, Mattoon, IL, 234-3333

·
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Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 2

.sports log

Basketball

L
11
21
28

30

38

Pct
'792
.632
.517

.464

.333

� Dhllloa
40

18
24
25
34

32

33

22

lO

38

19 . 37

.690

.571

.569

.393
.345
. 339

14
31
33
34
37

29

22
22

lO

40

18

8
14)1,
1 7*
25

7
7
17
20
20

GB

.429

2Y.
6Y.
7
9
12

Pllllc DMlloa
41

GB

Pct.

.643
.S96
.S27
.S17
. 483

.745
.483

.400

.393
.351
.310

Dantley,Uth
52
Wilkins.Ad
51
Short.GS
50
Bird.Bos
51
Vandeweghe,Por 54
Abdu�)abbar,LAL 52
Olajuwon,Hou
52
Free.Cle
50
WOOLRIDGE,CHI 50
Malone,Phi
54
Malone, Wash
52
Mcliale,Bos
40
Aguirre.Dal
-46

1 493
1 450
1 262
1 272
1 327
1 224
1 216
1 1 59
1 1 58
1 249
1 167

28.7
28.4
25.2
24.9
24.6
23.5
23.4
23.2
23.2
23.1
22.4
22.2
22.1

889

AP Poll

1017

Press college baslcetball poll, with first·
The Top Twenty teams i n die Associated

place votes in parentheses and season
record. Total points based on 21>19-18-171 6 - 1 S - 1 4- 1 3 - 1 2 -1 1 -1 0-9
-8-7-&S-4-3-2-1:
....
lleconl
1,240
25-1
1 . North Carolina (62)
1 , 1 71
25-2
2. Duke
1 ,087
3. Kansas
24-3
1 ,01 7
23-2
4. Memphis State
960
19-4
S. Georgia Tech
928
6. St John's
2+3
847
22-3
7. Michipl
784
22-3
8. Kentucky
678
:Z0.3
9. Syracuse
658
10. Oklahoma
23-3
637
24-3
1 1 . Nev.-Las Vegas
583
12. Bradley
26-1
-478
19-5
13. Georgetown
436
1 7-S
14. Notre Dame
421
1 7-5
1 5. Indiana
327
1 6. Louisville
18-7
100
:Z0.4
1 7. Navy
19-6
99
18. Virginia Tech
94
1 7-6
19. Michigan State
8S
17-8
20. N. Carolina State

14

18)1,
19Y.
21Y.
24

Gther:s receiving votes in order: Texas--ft
Paso 80, Illinois 64, Alabama 45, St.

Joseph's 25, Purdue 21, Old Dominion 1 7,
Pepperdine 1 7, Texas Christian 1 6,
Western Kentucky 16, Iowa State 15,
Miami, Ohio 1 3, Virginia 11, Arizona 9,
Temple 9, Louisiana State 7, Villanova 7,
CLMLAND STATE 6, Richmond S, l<avier,
Ohio S, Auburn 3, Brigham Young 1 .

Big Ten conference
lig Tet>

PTS

G
54

1 572

Indiana
Michipl
Purdue
MichiplSt.
llllNOIS
Iowa
Ohio State

AVG
29.1

w

10
10
10
9
9
8
6

l

4
4
5
5
6
6
8

<>-•
w
l

18
23
21
18
18
18
12

6
4 .
7
6
8
9
12

MONDAY

SPORTS ON RADIO & TV

COi.LEGE BASKETBAll-Eastern at Cleveland State, WLBH-FM

PIO IASKETBAll-Chicago Bulls at Detroit Pistons, WTBS-TV

(Channel 5) and WMAQ-AM (670), 7 p.m.
Cdu.fGE IASkETBAll-Kansas at Oklahoma, ESPN, 8:30
COi.LEGE

WiJCOnSin
Northwestern

12
13

Sunday's result

14
17

llllNC)jS 66, Ohio State 62
Wisconsin 70, Minnesota 64
Michipl 62, Ala.-l!irrningham 54
Iowa 76, Northwestern 4S

Wednesday's games

IM Poll

The Top Ten teams in the intramural
basketball poll, with first-place votes in
parentheses and season record. Total
points based on 1().9-8-7-&S-4-3-2-1 :
Connection (3)
Chairmen (2)

Raiders (2)

Sigma Chi
F .8. Burners II
PTPers
Delta Chi
Sigma Pi

....
66
64

2-1

61
43

40

25
23
20

Attention I-M

Softball Uniforms

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

25 % offthru March 8th . :
20% off thru March 3 1st
1 0% offthru April
:
.

•

• *· * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Made Trophies. .

6th St.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
1 5.
1 6.

24-2
21-3

22-4

Cartyle

Pinckneyville

22-3
25-0
22-2
21-2
22-2
23-1
21-3
22-2

Arthur
El Paso
Flora
Ohio
AIWood
Ster-Newman
Annawan

90

73

56

3S

29

Others receiving votes in order:
DuQuoin, Warsaw, Winchester, Bradford.
Dakota. River Ridge, Avon, Crescent
Iroquois, Wesmon� Abingdon, Okawville,
Olympia, Princeton, Roseville, Watsel<a.
C..rmi� eg o ry, Bath Balyki, Illini Bluffs,
Monmouth, Marengo.

Here are the top 16 Illinois Oass AA hiW.
school basketball teams in the Associated
Press weekly poll, with first-place votes in
parentheses, this season's records and
total
points.
Points
based
on
1 6· 1 5- 1 4- 1 3 - 1 2· 1 1 - 1 0·9·8 - 7 - 6 · 5 + 3 2·1 :
lteaKd
....
1 . Simeon (17)
:zo.o.
287
2. PeoManual (1)
23-l
265
3. Chic.ago King
20-1
251
4. St. Joseph
22-1
231
5. Rich Central
23-1
198
6. Chicago Leo
22-2
187
7. Lincoln
23-2
186
8. Rock Island
23-2
142
9. Boylan
22-2
155
10. Hmw1Hlssmr
19-4
113
1 1 . Granite Gty
21-3
80
12. Peo Richwoods
:Z0.5
66

Nonll DMolon
26

17
12

P..aric:k DMlloll
l
T
w

Philadelphia
Washington

16
19
21
25

41
35
29

NY Isles
Pittsbu...
NY Rangets
New Jersey

28

4
s
10
7
4
3

26
38

28
18

� Dhlllool
l

Quebec

W
33
33

22
25

HartfOfd

28
28

25
31

MontA!lll

29

Buffalo
Boston

T
6
4
6
7
2

26

Suncky's results

46
44

Pts.

86
75
68

63

60
39
Pts.

72

70
64

63
58

CHICAGO 6, c:.lpry 2
ST. LOUIS 8, HartfOfd 2
Mimesota 4, Toronto 3
Winni peg 4, Quebec 2
Buffalo 4, Washington 1
Boston at Vancouwr,n

Monday's pmes

Minnesota at N. Y. Rangen
Los Angeles at Pittsbu ,..
Montreal at Edmonton

Saturday's results

ST. LOUIS S, Pittsbu... 3
Philadelphia 3, Washington 1 los Angeles 5, New Jersey 2
N.Y. Islanders 5, Detrdit 2
Boston 6, Edmonton S,OT
Montrea! 6, t-'.artford 3

(Th ..... Feb. 111

NHL
Campbel Conference
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
Minnesota
Toronto
Detroit

Wales Conference

43

63

NHL Leaders

Hockey

W
31
28

88

7
6
6
9

L
23
24
26
37
43

Pts.

T
8
8
9
6
S

70
64
61

40
29

Gretzky,Edm
lemieu>c. Pit
Coffey,Edm
SAVARD.CHI
Kurri,Edm
Bossy,NYI
P.Stalsny.Que
Naslund, Mon

Anderson,Edm
lll'oten,Min
Goulet.Que
Propp, Phi

G

38

34
33
39

44

43
31
37

40

24
37
31

A
1 21

69

64
54
67
47
58
S1
37
53
39
43

PTS
1 60
103
97
93
91

90
89
88

77
77
76
74

University Board presents .

DA'S SPORTING GOODS

m

25-1
24-0
25-0

Smythe Dlwlolon
41
14
28
25
20
34
37
19
17
32

6

Edmonton
Calgary
Los Angeles
Winnipeg
Vancouver

Attention! Attention!

cess! And a special thanks to al l those who bou ght ou r roses.

.

13

Others receiving votes in order: Schaefer

aass AA Poll

Thursday's pmes

llllNOIS Purdue
Michipl State at Northwestern
Mimesolll at Indiana

Teutopolis (12}

Hoopeston-£. Lynn
PrinceviHe (2}

....
279
248
237
230
197
1 77
169
147
1 19
102
93

'-"
25-0
:Z0.5

Newailt
Piasfield
7. Kew.-

15

IHSA

Iowa at Ohio State
Michipl at Wisconsin

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.

2. Prov.·St. Mel (4)

3.
4.
s.
6.

Studs-n-Suds.
(Records 80 through Friday's games.)

Saturday's results

SS

12·11·1().9-8-7-&5-4-3-2·1:

liW.t. Bud light. Murphy's Law, Pintos,

Purdue 85, lndiaN 68

lteaKd
4-0
4-0
4-0
4-0
3-0
4-0
3-0

4-0
4-0

12

15
11
8

offi�ers of the Society for Advancement of Management

.

·

PIO BASKETIAU.-Philadelphia 76ers at Chicago Bulls,
WMAQ-AM (670), 7:30 p_m.
9

58
45
36

Class A Poll

TUESDAY
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV

s
3
2

:Z0.3
:Z0.3
19-5
16-6

Here are die top 16 Illinois Class A "91
school baskelball teams in die Associored
Press weekly pol l, with first·place votes in
parentheses, this season's records and
total points. Points based on-1&15-14-13-

1A5K£1'1All De Paul at Notre Dame, WGN-TV
(Channel 9) and USA·TV, 6:30 p_m .

Mimesota

Proviso West
Argo
Alton
EStl Lincoln

Academy, Rockton Hononegah, LaGranse
Lyons,
Quincy, Lockport, Morton,
Jadcsonville, Mascoutah, Bloom Trail, Elgin.
Crystal lake Central, Chicago St. Rita,
Romeoville, Chicago Lane.

COlllGE IASKETBAll-Connecticut at Pitt, ESPN, 6:30 p.m.

p.m.

Hockey

Others receiving votes in order: Benet

(97), 6:30 p.m.

uld h ke to thank and congratu l ate al l the members who
d make the 1 st Annual Val enti ne's Day Rose Sal e a HUGE

;
:
:

13.
14.
1 5.
16.

MEN'S BASKETBAll-Eastern at Cleveland State.

SAYS:

... *

IHSA

Group Discounts on
all other Clothing Orders

345-47 17

''Sexually Speaking''
with

D r. Ruth Westhei mer
March 3 rd
Tickets fo r th e l ectu re
GO ON SALE TO DAY
at the Union Box Office.

· Advanced/Student Tickets 50¢
At the Door s1 .so Public s3.oo

1 1 -3 pm
Hurry while they last!

. I ll�;

Reac h out and touch ·
so meone
.

The J;>ally Eastem ·News
classi fied adsl
.

- r

Monday, February 2 4 ,
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N CAA BASl< ETBA L L
N . C . State downs No . 1 Tar Heels

RALEIGH, North Carolina (AP)8Sophomore Chris Washburn scored 26
points as N.C. State sent top-ranked North Carolina to its second straight loss,
76-65 , in an ACC contest.
North Carolina, which lost to Maryland last . Thursday, played without
starting guard Steve Hale, who is recovering from a collapsed lung, and 6-foot11 inch Warren Martin, the Tar Heels' top shot blocker who had a sprained
foot.
N.C. State raised its record to 1 8 -9 , 7-6, while North Carolina, 25-3, 9-3,
dropped into a second place ACC tie with Georgia Tech behind Duke, which
North Car-0lina visits next Sunday .

. · ' Pearl ' l eads Syra c u se by Hoyas
SYRACUSE, N .Y. (AP)8Dwayne Washington hit the first of two free throws
with 25 seconds to play, getting a game-high 24 points on the shot, a No . 9
Syracus� withstood a wild rally to defeat Georgetown 64-63 in Big East
Con forence basketball . The 13th-ranked Hoyas trailed by up to 18 points in the first half but shot
themselves back into contention in the last five minutes.
.
Syracuse, which lost to Georgetown 73- 70 last month, solidified its hold on
the Big East lead with a 13-1 record. The Orangemen are 22-3 on the season.
. The Hoyas dropped to 9-5 and 20-6 after losing for the third time in their last
four starts despite 19 points by Reggie Williams and 12 apiece by David
Wingate and Michael Jackson.
Syracuse's Rafael Addison scored 20 points.
.
-

Big Ten Round u p

Illinois 66, Ohio State 62

lliinois center Ken Norman scored
24 points, while Efrem Winters added
16. Ohio State was led by Brad Sellers
- with 17 points and Kip Lomax with
15.
The game was still in doubt with
eight sec9nds to go and lliinois
leading just 62-60. After a timeout,
lliinois guard Bruce Douglas threw
the ball nearly the length of the court
to Norman, who made the layup and
·was fouled . .

Purdue 85, Indiana 68
Purdue jumped to a 46-29 lead in

the first half, atoning for an overtime
loss to their cross-state rival earlier in
the year.
Todd Mitchell scored 24 points to
spark the Boilermakers, who moved
to within a- half-game of Indiana and
Michigan . Indiana, ranked 1 5th in the
nation, fell into a first-place tie with
Michigan.

.Iowa 76, Northwestern 46

Northwestern coach Rich Falk says
Iowa's style of basketball is fun for the ,
"'

'

fans.
But the game couldn't have been
much fun for Northwestern, forced
into 26 turnovers by Iowa's trapping
d�fense.
Iowa guard Andre Banks scored just
seven points, but made a record seven
steals. The old Hawkeye mark for
steals in a game was six, held by both
Banks and Steve Carfino.
Iowa moved to 18-9 overall and 8-6
in the league. Northwestern fell to 817 and 2-13.
·

Wisconsin 70, Min nesota 64
Wisconsin, 1 1-14 overall and 3-12 in

the Big Ten, snapped a seven-game
losing streak. After an 8-0 start this
season, the Badgers have won only
three of their last 17 games.
Minnesota, 15-12 and 5-9, lost its
fourth straight contest.
4-2 before
led
Gophers
The
Wisconsin ran · off a 2 5 -7 spurt. Rick
Olson tallied 14 points during the
spree, which gave the Badgers a 27-1 1
lead.
·

�
....,,.
---.-

�:.;,_

LARRY PETERSON I Staff

Keep pushing !

Eastern sprinter I an Issacs bears down in the 440-yard dash Saturday ·
Pepsi Challenge Invitational at Lantt Fieldhouse. Issacs won the run in
as Eastern sprinters swept the event.

�110 UIK PRINT

Puzzle Answers

Ill..

D I T T 0 I J A K E I F A R M
A D 1 0 SIA C ATI 0l E 0
y E l l o w B R I C K R 0 A D
S E l l • A B E -- E A G l E
-- R E N E • W I N G --I A M 0 N•R 0 A D T E S T S
A S E A 0 F • F R A -- T R I
M l D D l E 0 F T It E R 0 A D
O D e -- A T E • o R 0 I D E
R O A D S T E R S• l A C E •
- - - v I S A • A p E D -S T 0 D L - - 1 V O ., .. 0 N E
T It E R D A D N O T T A K E N
A R I AI B E E RI O N I O N
B U l KI C 0 z y I A G E N A

�
,

•
•
•
•

PRINTING & COPY SERVICE

'

Resumes
Copies
Club Cards
Personal Stationery

EFFINGHAM
(2 1 7)347-0220�

CHARLESTON
�2 1 7)345-633 1

348-8387

Tired OfBurgers AndFrie1?

JERRY'S PUB

NOW SERVIN G
� a nd whole poorboys , Texas BBQ's,
stromb oli, Italian beef, chicken
and ham and cheese sandw iches
for as\ little as $1 .50

Nooo ? Everyday
-

25c pool tables and drink spec ials
TRYUS TODA Y

Breaded Shri m p Platter
only $3.99 MON DAY - TH U RSDAY ONLY
Platter incl udes lots of lightly breaded shrimp,
golden fryes, fresh cole slaw and 2 h ushpuppies.

'

LoNGJOHN
SILVEl(S.
�

n..

•

..M.��

::;tl"""'o

Charleston

LIMITED TIME ONLY.

2 4 , 1 9 86

\Thoen n i ssen , Mato n set
.

.

: new i ndoor track records

; Panthers tune up for AM C U m eet

I By JOHN STROUD
I Staff writer

Larry Thoennissen and Jim Maton
both broke Eastern indoor track
records in their respective events
Saturday at the Pepsi Challenge
Invitational in Lantz Fieldhouse.
The meet was· non-scoring but
· provided the Panthers with some top
. notch competition in prelude to next
w.eek's Association of Mid-Continent
Universities' Championship.
Thoennissen tossed the 35-pound
weight 59-26 to win the event and
. shatter his own record, set earlier this
year, by more than two feet. Team
mates Jeff Gennarelli and Jeff Rolson
placed fourth and fifth in the event
with throws of 45-24 and 43-7 .
Eastern al so fared well in the shot
put as Dan Matas took second with a
throw of 55-7 . Thoennissen placed
third (53-96), Jim Lail was fifth (52-54)
and Gennarelli was sixth (52-24).
The weight events will be a · key
factor in the Panthers' bid to win the
AMCU title.
''We've got to get every point
possible in the weights," coach Neil
Moore said. ''We can't give anything
up to Northern Iowa."
Although Maton failed in his at
tempt to qualify for the NCAA
Nationals in the 1 ,000-yard Saturday,
�;@
he did manage to break the school
. ...,,,&
....,...,. ____ �- ,,.:::.,,._ ,,,_�
record as well as the meet record with
lARRY PmRSON I Staff photographer a time of 2 : 10.50. He won the event
outrunning Victor Ngubeni of
tern's Steve Arrivo passes by an I l l i nois-Wesleyan opponent in the anchor leg
Western Kentucky by three seconds.
e mile relay Saturday at the Pepsi Chal l enge Invitational at Lantz Fiel dhouse.
"Our rabbit (pace-setter) didn't get
Panthers tuned up for next weekend's AMCU Championshi p meet.
__

.

ow

out like we wanted him to," Moore
, said. ''I think this was the best
situation for Maton to qualify. We did
everything we could, it just didn't go."
Maton came back to lead off the
winning mile relay team (3:23.3) with
a split of 5 1 .3. Phil Maton (50:g), Bob
Flot (5 1 .7) and Mark Heise (50;1) were
the other members of the team.
Flot also placed second in the 60yard high hurdles (7.92).
Eastern's sprinters had an out
standing day, sweeping the top three
spots in the 440-yard. Ian Issac& won
. in 49.92 followed by Heise (50.39) and
Gary Sharp (50.79).
Sharp won the 300-yard in 32 .0,
followed by Issacs in second (32.2).
Rodney Ferguson was fourth in 32 .3.
Issacs was also second in the 60 yard
(6.46).
Brad Thompson placed second in
the 600-yard ( 1 : 14 . 8 1 ) closely
followed by Dan Johnson in third
(1 :14.85).
"This meet was 8n excellent
preparation for conference," Moore
said. "We came out in good physical
shape and we had quite a few PR's
(personal records)."
Two fieldhouse records were also
broken Saturday in the two mile and
the pole vault.
Ashley Johnson, who ran unat
tached to any team , demolished the
two-mile record striding the track in
8:38.9. In the pole vault, Dave
Starkey from the University of
Illinois went 17-!4 to break that
record.
·

·

·

1 5-9 overall

ady cag ers s p l it weeke n d G ateway gam es

OMINGTON8Eastern's women's basketball
split with Gateway Conference foes as it
ted Indiana State 66-58 and lost to Illinois
t.e 91-69 over the weekend.
day's heavy snowfall wasn't the only thing
g to pounce the Panthers when they traveled
snowY I-55 to play Illinois State.
m split its season series with Illinois State,
the Redbirds still hold an overall 16-3 record
the Panthers since the conference opened in
·

s was our second meeting and they obviously
better adjustments than we made," Panther
Bobbie Hilke said. ''We looked like we didn't
a lick of defense out there and they just went
in the second half."
m returns home with a 7-7 record in the
e and 15-9 overall, temporarily placing them
place pending the results of the Wichita
'Northern Iowa game. Wichita State was a
ahead of Eastern prior to this weekend's

e

·

n.

e

Redbirds, 13-12 and 9-6 in the confer�nce,
a grip on their fourth place standing with
'
y s victory.
while, the Sycamores maintained their
ce by falling to 3-1 1 and 4-20 overall, ninth
in the league.
e Hatfield's 23 points, three assits and two
were not enough as Illinois State had six
in double figures, led by the 18 points of
guard Tammy Turner.
· ois State played a super passing/'_Hilke said.
·

''It was like we had our feet rivoted to the floor and
were like little tops spinning around.
''We got killed on the boards and they shot well.
We didn't look great and they just looked great,"
Hilke said.
The Redbirds nailed 43 of 68 shots for 63 percent
and went 5-8 from the free throw line for 62 per
cent, while Eastern hit 29 of 61 shots for 4 7 percent
and hit 1 1-15, 77 percent, from the line.
Illinois State pounded the Panthers in rebounding
as well, grabbing a whopping 38 rebounds to
Eastern's 25.
Center Sue Hynd gave the Panthers an early 2-0
lead with an inside jumper. ISU tied Eastern at 12
with 13:44 remaining and opened things up at the
4:37 mark, 30-25.
Eastern went into the lockerroom at halftime
trailing 42-30.
Hot shooting in the second half by Illinois State
spelled doom for the Panthers as they shot a perfect
10-for-10 from the field and began to bury Eastern.
However, the Panthers found the road trip down
I-70 on Friday less hazardous and recorded 66-58
victory over the Sycamores.
Hatfield scored 20 points, adding four assists and
three steals. Lisa Tyler added 16 points and 1 1
boards and Chris Aldridge chipped iii 13 points and
1 1 rebounds to lead the Panthers against the
Sycamores.
Tammy Turner led the Sycamores with 18 points
and 1 1 rebounds and the No. 3 Gateway scorer,
Amy Hile, added 14 points.
. The Sycamores shot a weary 37 percent from the
field and 50 percent from the free throw line.
Eastern compiled 48 percent field go� s��t�g �d .

60 percent from the line.
The Panthers will resume practice on Monday in
preparation for a Thursday 7:30 p.m. contest at
Lantz Gym against Drake UniveJ;'Sity and All
American Wanda Ford.
Ford is the leading Division I scorer and
rebounder in the nation. She has held the two titles
longer than any male player in college basketball
(seven weeks).
''I think people really ought to come and see this
game," Hilke said. ''Ford is without a doubt, Kodak
All-American material, and they should come to the
game to see her play."
Friday's game

ustem (66)
Aldridge 6 1-2 1 3, Tyler 8 0-0 1 6, Hynd 1 2-3 4, Bonsett 4 3-4 1 1 ,
Hatfield 10 0-0 20, Brown 1 0-1 2 , Hamilton 0 0-0 0 . Totals 3()-62 6-1 0

66.

Indiana St. (58)

Finley 1 0-0 2, Hile 5 4-6 1 4, Boyce 0 0-0 0, Castetter 4 0-0 8,
VanDeventer 2 0-2 4, Hammel 9 0-0 1 8, Moan 1 0-0 2, Vanderkolk 4
0-0 8. Totals 27-72 4-8 58.
Sunday's pme

Eastem (69)
Aldridge 4 2-2 10, Tyler 4 0-0 8, Hynd 1 0-0 2, Bonsett 2 0-0 4,
Hatfield 10 3-3 23, Brown 2 2-4 6, Hamilton 4 0-0 8, Cavanagh O 2-2
2, Newman 0 0-0 0, Walsh 1 1-2 3, Webb 1 1-2 3. Totals 2%1 1 1-1 5
69.
St. (91)
Tanner 6 1-1 1 3, McGrew 0 0-0 0, Olson 0 1-2 1, Turner 9 0-2 18,
Garretson 0 0-0 0, Lindbeck 7 0-0 1 4, Coven 6 0-0 1 2, Stiles 6 0-0 1 2,
Wellman 5 2-2 1 2, Paulson 1 1-1 3, Armstrong 3 0-0 6. Totals 43-68
5-8 91 .
Rebounds-Illinois St. 38, Eastern 25.
Halftime-Illinois St. 42, Eastern 30.
A-817.

llinois

Su pport Daily Eastern Ne ws advertisers !
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P a nthers let Val para iso off hoo k , f al l 75-7 4
r

Kil ler instinct fails cagers

By JEFF LONG
>ports editor

VALPARAISO , lnd . - Easterrt's
basketball team just doesn't know
where to turn to these days.
Following its fourth loss in the last
five games, this one a 75-74 shave
Saturday at the hands of Valparaiso,
Eastern coach Rick Samuels is running.out of answers too .
The snakebitlten Panthers wilted
once again down the stretch, lacking
the killer instinct when they needed it
most. Eastern, which led the contest
74-7 1 with 15 seconds to go, could not
put it away as Valparaiso scored a pair
of unanswered buckets for the win.
''We're playing like we're afraid to
lose rather than playing . to win,"
Samuels said in a radio interview.
''We don't know where to turn out on
the floor. We're not sure who to go to.
We look very frightened right now."
The Panthers were scary in more
ways than one Saturday. ·The loss
dropped them to 16-1 1 on the season
and 7-5 in the Association of MidContinent Universities. Valparaiso
upped its overall mark to 9-16 and 5-7
in the league.
The game featured 22 lead changes
as the two tean s played nip-and-trick
the whole way The biggest lead by
either squad never reached more than
five points.
But the Panthers could not put the
lid on what appeared to be imminent
victory.- With a 74-73 lead, senior
guard Doug Crook, normally a 7 1
percent free-throw shooter, missed
the front end of a one-and-one with
seven seconds remaining.
Valparaiso's Scott Anselm then took
the ball the length of the court to hit
the game-winrner with three seconds

·

·

on the clock.
Afterwards, Samuels questioned
the intensity of some of his players.
''We're playing without any confidence," the coach said. ''The biggest
disappointement I have right now is
some of our kids just don't lay it on
the line night in and night out.
''They don't go after the big rebound
we need, they don't dive on the floor
for the loose ball that we need. In a
game like this, just one play like that
would get us going and we just can't
find anybody who's willing to do that
for us."
Eastern was playing its fifth game ·
in the last eight days. Samuels, in an
attempt to generate some enthusiasm
in his lineup, started freshmen Dave
Vance and Jay Taylor in place of
regular starters Ronnie Duckworth
and Norm Evans.
Taylor, making his first collegiate
start, rose to the occassion with 1 5
points and seven assists.
His performance helped take up
some of the slack left by forward Jon
Collins, who hit a season low by
scoring only 12 points. Collins has
been in a mild slump as of late, which
partially accounts for Eastern's
current slide.
Center Kevin Duckworth led the
Panther attack with 21 points and
nine rebounds. But the 7-footer's foul
difficulties
continue d ,
which
frustrated Samuels . Duckworth
picked up his fourth foul Saturday
with 9:28 left.
''We get the ball to Kevin and he
plays pretty well," Samuels said, ''but
he gets in foul trouble and does some
stupid things to get himself on the
bench."
Doug Crook broke out of his recent

. 500 weekend

Eastern's women's basketbal l team splits a pai r
of Gateway Conference games over the weekend,
beati ng I ndiana State 66-58 befo re losing 91 -69 to
I l l i nois State.

see page 1 5

Indoor records set

Larry Thoen nissen and Jim Maton establish new
school records for indoor track at the Pepsi
Challenge Invitational as Eastern tunes up fo r next
weekend's AMCU Cham pion ship s.

see page 1 5

NCAA roundu p

N. C. State t�psets N o . 1 North Caro l i na whi l e
Syracuse holG s off Geo rgetown in Top 20 action .
Plus re�a ps o al l t h e weekend Big T e n games.

see page 1 4

. What's the score?

�

Check out the latest results from the NBA nd
plus upcoming events this week in
Scoreboard.

NHL,
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PAMELA LILL I Staff p

Forward Ronnie Duckworth battles u nderneath in action from Eastern's 7
conference loss at Valparaiso on Saturday. The Panthers will get no rest as
take on league-leading Cleveland State on the road Monday night.

slunrp for the Panthers, shooting 10
of 20 from the field for 20 points.
Crook also came up with three steals
and seven rebounds.
The Crusaders' victory gave them a
sweep of the season series for the first
time since the AMCU's inception in
198 1 . Valpo earlier beat Eastern 8880 in Lantz Gym. The Panthers had
won eight straight from Valpo prior
to that.

Eastem (74)
Collins 6 0-0 1 2, K. Duckworth 8 5-7
Duckworth 0 1-2 1, Evans 0 2-2 2, Crook
20, Taylor 5 5-6 1 5, Vance 1 1-2 3, West O
Totals 30-61 1 4-20 74.
Valparaiso (7S)
Battle 3 (} 1 6, Bell 9 2-2 20, Stueve 9
Smith 4 1-1 9, Hughes 3 (}O 6, Anselm l
Bayne 2 1-2 5, Ford 0 (}0 0. Totals 33-62 9-1
Rebounds-Eastern 36 (K: Duckworth 9),
30 (Bell 9). Assists-Eastern 16 (Taylor 7), V
(Smith 1 3). Steals-Eastern 7 (Crook 3),
.
(Bel l 3).

Nation 's top offense

Inside

On the i' ce
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see page 1 3
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The Chica o Black Ha�ks and St. Lo is Blues
t--nth skate aviay winners from NHL action Sunday
• :..: k ee p the Norris Division race a heated one.

see page 1 2

Front -runner CSU a wa its Pa nthe

By JEFF LONG

Sports editor

''

What was once slated as a late
We've got to play
season showdown between the
like we want one, and
AMCU's premier basketball
teams can be more accurately I mean dive on the
phrased as contender vs. floor, take a charge,
pretender when Eastern plays at
do something.
Cleveland State Monday night.
At a time when the Panthers
are sliding, Cleveiand State is
-Rick Samuels
skying. The conference leaders
b�sketball
have reeled off seven straight Eastern
coach
wins, entering Monday's contest
with an overall ledger of 22-3 and .
----1 1-1 in the AMCU-8.
Eastern, meanwhile, has found team that can really take your
the recent going tough, losing confidence away in a hurry . "
The Vikings lead the nation in
four of its last five games. The
Panthers are 16-1 1 and 7-5. margin of victory, outscoring

''

Monday's game will be their sixth their opponents by an average of
22.9 points. They are also the
. d te in niiie days.
The Panthers were deflated country's top offensive club,
Saturday in their last game, averaging 92.6 points an outing.
The two teams last met on Jan.
dropping a one-point contest to
Valparaiso'imd the Panthers 22 in Lantz Gym, where they
aren't expecting any type of went at it for sole possession of
first place in the conference. The
break.
"We're · not playing with any . Vikings returned home a 1 12-89
confidence right now;" Eastern victor and have remained in sole
coach Rick Samuels said, "and possesosi n of first place from that
Cleveland State is the kind of point on.

1,

Since that game, Cl
State has gone 8-1 while
has stumbled along with
record.
"We're struggling,"
said. ''We're not getting
out of Jon Collins right
it really hurts us."
Collins has been in a
slump that has left him
his 20-point average in sir
last seven games.
The Vikings are led
balanced attack which
four players with
averages between 12
points.
Samuels is hoping
barrassing loss Sa
Valparaiso will light some
fire under his squad.
"We've got to play like
one," Samuels said, "and
dive on the floor, t.ake a
do something. But w
doing those kinds of
now. As a result, we'n
teams to play with us too
The game can be
WLBH (97-FM) beginning
·

p.m.

